
The M/V Holstein sank in a storm off the Florida Gulf Coast in October 1992.

It was mapped by the University of Southern Florida Continental Shelf

Characterization, Assessment, and Mapping Project in July 2016 during a

survey of the Southwest Florida Middle Grounds. Multibeam sonar data was

collected with a SeaBat 7125 at 400 kHz, frequency modulated.1
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Bathymetric sonar surveys are an excellent tool for locating underwater objects whether they pose a danger to ship navigation, are part of ongoing construction, or for

periodic inspection. While bathymetric data processing suites offer 3D visualization options, the size of data which includes the seafloor is large and may include a

substantial amount of data that is not useful to a specific application of sonar survey. Additionally, more accessible visualization options may be desired separate from

the confines of the proprietary software. A method is presented here for ground filtering of foreign objects using an open-source Cloth Simulation Filter and a 3D

visualization method that is easily accessible on a variety of platforms.
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Multibeam data were first trimmed to the area around the wreck in Hypack to

expedite processing time for ground filtering.

The edited Hypack data files were re-processed in "elevation mode" to invert

the data. This step was necessary prior to importing the point cloud into

CloudCompare for ground filtering.

In CloudCompare, a Cloth Simulation Filter (CSF) was used to filter the

shipwreck and the ground. Originally, the CSF was developed for LiDAR data

as a method of generating a digital terrain model.2

The CSF inverts the data point cloud

and lays a simulated cloth along the

underside of the data, then identifies

nodes in the simulated cloth that

interact with the point cloud and

nodes that do not, identifying them

respectively as "ground" and

"non-ground" points.

Before After

The resulting point cloud was exported to SketchFab as an example of an

easily accessible visualization tool. No 3D mesh has been applied, but the

point cloud provides a simple visualization of the remains of the M/V

Holstein.

Scan the QR code to try the 3D visualization on your own device.

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://2ughld46m1gt1arvat2ix2d8-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/sonarwiz-logo-rgb-500px.png&imgrefurl=https://chesapeaketech.com/products/sonarwiz-sidescan/&docid=jM5pRSGeHk_bWM&tbnid=_qxqyoEq-ITsyM:&vet=10ahUKEwiQlrrH2tDYAhWFqlMKHUkzAhQQMwhEKAIwAg..i&w=500&h=80&bih=706&biw=1432&q=sonarwix&ved=0ahUKEwiQlrrH2tDYAhWFqlMKHUkzAhQQMwhEKAIwAg&iact=mrc&uact=8

